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Ion transfer across the interface of two immiscible liquids involves a mechanism for initiating
desolvation from the first liquid,A, and concerted solvation by the second,B. In the present article
a mechanism is considered in which this initiation is facilitated by the ion attaching itself to the tip
of a solvent protrusion ofB into A. ~Protrusions have been observed in computer simulations and
termed ‘‘fingers’’ or ‘‘cones.’’! It is presumed that the most effective protrusion represents a
balance between two opposing effects: the more convex the protrusion the less probable the ion/
protrusion formation but also the less the resistance to extrusion of the intervening liquid between
the ion and the surface. An analogy of the latter to hydrodynamics is noted, namely, the more
convex the surface the less the frictional force it exerts on the approaching ion. After diffusion in
coordinate and solvation space across the interfacial region, the final detachment of the ion from
solventA is assumed to occur from a protrusion ofA into B. Existing data on ion transfer rates are
discussed, including the question of diffusion vs kinetic control. Computer simulations that
correspond to the experimental conditions in realistic liquids for measurement of the
electrochemical exchange current rate constantk0 are suggested. They can be used to test specific
theoretical features. With a suitable choice of systems the need~and a major barrier to the
simulations! for having a base electrolyte in such simulations can be bypassed. An experiment for
the real-time observation of an ion leaving the interface is also suggested. ©2000 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~00!50628-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of ion transfers across the interface of t
immiscible liquids has been extensively pursued in rec
years~e.g., Refs. 1–18! as has that of electron transfers18–36

and of various liquid/liquid interfacial properties.37–48 In the
present article several factors are considered in formulatin
theory of ion transfer across these interfaces. There h
been a number of theories of the ion transfer,49–55as well as
computer-based insight,56–66 and we draw upon some o
these studies. There have also been several theoretical
ies of electron transfer at these interfaces.67–73Interest in the
field of ion transfer itself has stemmed, in part, from its
trinsic interest and, in part, from its role in the areas
liquid–liquid extraction,74 ion transport across biologica
membranes,75 and phase transfer catalysis.76

Analytic theoretical studies of ion transfers have be
various: a stochastic approach, using Eq.~1! below and a
potential energy barrier chosen to fit the results,49 a related
approach without a barrier but with a phenomenological v
small diffusion coefficient for crossing the surface,50 a lattice
gas model to calculate the potential of mean force a
thereby an activation barrier,51 and a model which include
desolvation/solvation, electrostatic effects and energetic
opening a pore in the interface, in conjunction with
equivalent~the Langevin equation! of Eq. ~1! below.55 The
present approach differs from these analytic approache
invoking protrusions as a mechanism for initiating t
desolvation/solvation and for completing the transfer of
1610021-9606/2000/113(4)/1618/12/$17.00
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ion across a liquid/liquid interface. It allows for the presen
of a barrier, when it occurs.

Experimental results1–18 on rates of ion transfer acros
liquid/liquid interfaces have been obtained by various me
ods, including AC impedance, potential-step chron
fluorometry,8 chronoabsorptometry,9 and potential modu-
lated reflectance,9 the spectroscopic methods being limited
fluorescent or light absorbing ions. The reported experim
tal results1–18 include the absolute values of the rate co
stantsk0 for the ‘‘exchange’’ current~current at zero elec-
trochemical Gibbs energy of ion transfer!, which are
apparently usually about 0.01–0.1 cm s21. These values are
of the order of 1000-fold less than those expected from
bulk diffusion constant for crossing the interface. The effe
of temperature on the ion transfer rate has been studie16

and increasing evidence of kinetic control at lowered te
peratures was seen~kinetic semicircles in the impedanc
plot!.

Other features of the experiments are an apparent in
pendence ofk0 on the Gibbs energy of transfer of the io
from one liquid to the other,7 and the independence or wea
dependence ofk0 on the electrolyte concentration.4,8,11 Yet
another is the nature of the dependence of the rate constk
for ion transfer on the applied potential across the interfa
specifically, that the ‘‘Tafel’’ slope changes rapidly with th
applied potential, where studied.4,8 Under conditions of small
driving force ~i.e., k>k0! the slope of the Tafel plot is uni
versally around 0.5.2,3,4,7,8,11However, it has been pointe
out6,13 that some of the measurements are near the diffus
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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1619J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 4, 22 July 2000 Ion transfer across the interface
control limit. We comment later on several results obtain
using ac impedance of microinterfaces, which reduce
possibility of diffusion control. There is, of course, the sep
rate issue, which we shall not explore, as to whether wha
deduced from the measurements is definitely the cha
transfer resistance or some other resistance.

The manuscript is organized as follows: In Sec. II
relevant time constants are considered regarding kinetic
diffusion control. In Sec. II B remarks on the hydrodynam
of a body approaching a surface, its analytic theory, a
some computer simulations are discussed. The theories
described in Sec. II C, both for plane interfaces and for
terfaces with protrusions. An equation for the latter is E
~31!. Some approximate numerical estimates are given
Sec. II D, followed by a discussion in Sec. III. Of the tw
competing mechanisms, flat vs protrusion based, insight
which is dominant can be provided by suitable compu
simulations, although a direct real-time observation such
the possibility considered in the final section may be help

II. THEORY

A. Relevant time constants

It is useful to recall the combination of parameters
volved in the determination of rate constantk by several of
the methods. In the case of ac impedance studies this q
tity is @e.g., Eq.~15! of Ref. 4# k/A(2vD), wherev is the
angular frequency of the ac voltage andD is the diffusion
constant of the ion in bulk liquid.~Strictly speaking, it
should involveD in each of the solvents, by symmetry, b
this aspect has only a minor effect on the general con
sions.! If we write 1/v ast, a characteristic time, the param
eter is thenkt/A(2Dt), i.e., the ratio of a ‘‘reaction dis-
tance’’ traveled in timet divided by the root mean squar
distance traveled in timet by the ion diffusing in the liquid.
When this ratio becomes substantially larger than unity,
reaction becomes diffusion-controlled. In each case we
below thek inferred from experiment and then see if it sa
isfies an internal consistency test, namely, see ifk/A2vD is
not large.

Experimentally,k is estimated from this parameter, e.g
taking a suitable ratio of slope to intercept of a particu
plot, or by a fit of a plot of imaginary versus real parts of
impedance. Taking as an example the transfer of a1

across a water~W!/nitrobenzene~NB! interface,4 where the
diffusion constant of Cs1 in the aqueous phase is
31025 cm2 s21, that in the organic phase is 1025 cm2 s21,
and a typicalv is between 10 s21 and 100 s21, the k esti-
mated from the data is 0.01 cm s21. The parameter
k/A(2vD) is then between 1/4 and 1, suggesting that thik
may well be a legitimatek, unless the charge transfer impe
ance has been overwhelmed by impedance due to o
sources, there being other factors in the circuitry. For
transfer of tetraethylammonium ion across a W/NB interfa
the k0 determined from ac impedance studies2,11 with mac-
rointerfaces is 0.05–0.15 cm s21 or more5 while D is 9.3
31026 cm2 s21 in W and 4.031026 cm2 s21 in NB. For anv
of 10–100 s21 and usingk50.15, the above parameter
about 3–10~using DW!. While this latter result does no
Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject to A
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indicate an overwhelming diffusion-limited rate, it is larg
enough to warrant caution in the interpretation. We note f
ther that at potentials away from the value wherek5k0 , the
average of the forward (kf) and reverse (kr) k’s appears
instead ofk itself, and is larger thank0 . Results obtained
with microinterfaces gave 0.22 cm s21 for this system,6

which is a little higher than the above value obtained w
macrointerfaces.2,11

We consider next a result obtained from potential-s
chronofluorometry.8 Here, a critical parameter is the rati
(2/Ap)@kf(At/DW)1kr(At/DO)#, where O denotes the or
ganic liquid. Again, this quantity is essentially a reacti
distance divided by a diffusion distance in timet. In the
method a ratio of a slope to an intercept is determined. T
relevant time range was about 0.01–0.1 s. Using for Eosi
dianion (EY22) and a 1, 2-dichloroethane~DCE!/W inter-
face a DW52.131026 cm2 s21, DO52.831026 cm s21, a
k059.531023 cm s21, and a t of about 0.1 s the ratio is
about 4.4, which is not large, though warrants caution.

In a chronoabsorptometric study~total internal reflec-
tance spectroscopy, in conjunction with a potential-step p
turbation! the same parameter as that for chronofluorome
appears.9 In a study of methyl (MO2) and ethyl (EO2)
orange anion transfer across a W/DCE interface theDMO2

W

5(962)31026 cm2 s21, with a At of about 0.1–0.05 s1/2

for MO2 and ak05(2.560.7)31022 cm s21 the above pa-
rameter is about 1–2, and so, with the caveat mentio
earlier, thek may be legitimate. Ethyl orange (EO2) displays
a similar behavior.

In an analysis of the frequency dependence of poten
modulated reflectance,9 the critical parameter is given a
4kf /A2DWv. With a k0 of 4.531022 cm s21 in W/NB, the
DMO

W 5931026 cm2 s21 for methyl orange,v21/2 was 0.1–
0.05 s1/2, and the above quantity is about 2–4. So once ag
the k0 may be the realk0 , unmasked by diffusion.

At present, therefore, there are some uncertainties in
interpretation of the data, and I gather that studies at lo
competing impedances and at shorter times would be de
able, since one important ratio of the parameters to dis
guish diffusion control from kinetic control iskt/A2Dt.
Other things being equal, it has been noted that studies
microelectrodes can yield valid results for higherk’s, since
the solution resistance is relatively less and the replen
ment of the transferring ion by diffusion is greater for th
geometry~e.g., Ref. 77!. With macroelectrodes, the solutio
resistance can be several hundred times greater than
charge transfer resistance and needs to be carefully com
sated.

On the other hand, while with the microelectrodes t
charge transfer resistance is considerably increased and
become comparable with the solution resistance, new p
lems can also arise;77 parasitic impedances6 and currents at
the edges and corresponding disturbance of the interfac78

Conclusions presently inferred from studies using6,13 micro-
sized liquid/liquid interfaces differ from each other and r
main to be resolved.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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B. Remarks on hydrodynamics, analytic theory, and
computer simulations

When a sphere approaches a flat solid surface, the
cous flow resistance increases above that expected from
usual Stokes’ formula, because of the difficulties of extrus
of the liquid between the sphere and the surface.79–83 As-
ymptotically the hydrodynamic~macroscopic! resistance var-
ies as 1/d, whered is the distance from the leading edge
the sphere to the solid surface.84 For an interface which is a
free surface, i.e., one which has slip boundary conditi
instead of ‘‘stick,’’ the resistance is less, but still singul
with the distanced.84~b! For a sphere approaching a liquid
liquid interface an intermediate behavior is expected si
the interface is closer to ‘‘slip,’’ but generates a flux in th
second liquid and hence an additional dissipation in t
fluid.

Thus, from a purely macroscopic viewpoint, apart fro
any deformation of shape of the interface due to the ion,
ion encounters additional resistance as it approaches a
face closely.~This effect can be shown to be relatively min
for electron transfers.85! At the molecular level a barrie
arises because of the need of replacing one set of sol
molecules by the other in the neighborhood of the ion. T
attachment of the ion to the tip of a protrusion, rather tha
flat interface, provides a mechanism for facilitating the init
step in a concerted stepwise desolvation of the ion fromA
and solvation byB. In this way, the requirement of displac
ing several B molecules simultaneously at a flat interfac
avoided. Before proceeding to a model, we first recall sev
results obtained from computer simulations and then sug
where future simulations of appropriate systems close
actual experimental conditions would be of interest.

Computer simulations of realistic water/organic solve
interfaces58–65yield interfaces which appear as locally sha
~;1 molecular diameter thick!. Because of fluctuations~cap-
illary waves! they appear wider~;10 Å! when examined
locally but on a somewhat coarser distance scale. In c
puter simulations for water/organic interfaces protrusio
have been observed by Benjamin and others~and termed
‘‘fingers’’ or ‘‘cones’’ ! to which a solute ion can becom
attached.58–61The fingers have extended as much as;9 Å in
the case of water protruding into an organic solvent. Analy
treatments of some aspects of the~less extreme! protrusions
have been or can be given in terms of the interfacial tens
g and a bulk correlation lengthj.58,86,87

The computations for realistic liquids have norma
been made under conditions where the standard Gibbs
ergy of ion transfer is large, and without a supporting el
trolyte and compensating field to balance this Gibbs
transfer energy. This balance is needed in order to simu
conditions for the measurement of an experimentally imp
tant quantity, the electrochemical exchange current and
associated rate constantk0 . However, it appears not to b
feasible64 at present to simulate systems where there is
above balance. Accordingly, as an alternative, it would
useful to simulate systems where the standard Gibbs en
of ion transfer is close to zero, as in Me4P

1, PF6
2 or

EtMe3N
1 for a water/nitrobenzene system,7 or Et4N

1 for a
water/1,2-dichloroethane one.88 In this case, an applied field
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and the supporting electrolyte, with its extra complicatio
are no longer needed in a simulation to obtaink0 . Such a
simulation can provide detailed insight into the vario
mechanistic questions raised below. Just as key insight
electron transfer reactions in solution was obtained from
periments on self-exchange reactions, free from anyDG°
driving force,89 analogous benefits can be expected fro
studies of ion transfers when the counterpart ofDG° van-
ishes, i.e., studies ofk0 . To avoid unduly improbable trajec
tories when thisDG°>0, it would be helpful to use trajec
tories where the ion is initially thermalized at the center
the interfacial region, and where the number of ‘‘recros
ings’’ ~or equivalent! is estimated so as to calculate ion tran
fer rates, as is commonly done now for homogeneous che
cal reactions.

In a recent interesting investigation a compu
simulation64 was made of Me4N

1 crossing a water/
nitrobenzene interface. An applied field of 0.5 V per 10
was used to reduce the trajectory time. We discuss the re
in Sec. III. A study of a model~Lennard-Jones! system hav-
ing zero Gibbs energy of transfer,66~a! yielded interesting re-
sults which bear further close analysis, as noted later. It
be interesting to see if the behavior of the protrusions
current computer simulations where the nonzero Gibbs
ergy of ion transfer has not been balanced by an electric fi
and electrolyte differs from that in simulations where there
a balance or where the Gibbs energy of transfer is about z

The implications of another set of computer simulatio
but for the approach of an iodide ion to a metal surface
relevant.53 In this case the ion displaces the water molecu
adsorbed on the surface, and once again there is an extru
of the solvent molecules between the leading edge of the
and the metal. A twofold effect occurs, one being the ex
tence of a barrier to reach the transition state for adsorp
of the ion on the metal, due to the displacement of the in
vening water molecules, and the other being an enhan
friction coefficientz, enhanced approximately by a factor
10 at the separation distance in the transition state.53 Al-
though the connection to the behavior on a macroscopic
drodynamic level forz was not drawn, the computer resul
do provide clear similarities to the discussion given earlie

In the calculation in Ref. 53 the frequency dependen
z(v) was determined in the transition state, and onlyz(v)
appropriate to the time spent coming in the TS region
relevant, and it is much smaller than thez(0) at that region.
The net result, using Grote–Hynes extension of Krame
theory of reactions, for the adsorption rate is the near can
lation of two effects, yielding a result which differs onl
about 30%–40% for TS theory. Thus, for the calculations
a rate constantkassn

A below we shall simply use TST theor
but note that there may be a barrier in the TST,wA

P† or wA
† in

Eqs. ~20! and ~25!, for the displacement of some solve
molecules.

C. Theory

We first recall a phenomenological treatment for i
transfer across the liquid–liquid interface.50 In that approach
a small but finite diffusion constant was assumed for cro
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1621J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 4, 22 July 2000 Ion transfer across the interface
ing the interface, taken as flat. The actual mechanism
not specified. The approach in Ref. 50 can be regarded
special case of the following analysis@cf. Eq. ~7! below#.

We denote byci(z,t) the concentration ofattachedions
at a distancez normal to the local mean interfacial plan
~number per unit area per unitz!. The ci(z,t) is assumed to
satisfy in the interfacial region the usual diffusion/reacti
equation~cf. also Refs. 49 and 56!,

]ci

]t
5

]

]z S D
]ci

]z D1
]

]z S Dci

kBT

dm̄

dzD52
]J

]z
, ~1!

where D(z) is the diffusion coefficient,m̄ is the electro-
chemical potential of the ion,

m̄~z!5m~z!1ef~z!, ~2!

e is the charge of the ion,w(z) is the electrostatic potential a
z, andJ is the flux ofci ,

J52D
]ci

]z
2

Dci

kBT

dm̄

dz
. ~3!

A rate constantkrate can be defined by

J5kratec~zi !5kappcA , ~4!

wherekapp is the apparent rate constant calculated using
bulk concentrationcA of the ion in the initial solventA, and
c(zi) denotes the concentration of theunattachedion at any
point zi just outside the interfacial region. ThecA andc(zi)
can differ because of electrostatic or other effects~work re-
quired to bring ion from bulkA to zi!. The fluxJ is given by
Eq. ~3! and equally by Eq.~4!. In fact, this equality serves a
a boundary condition atz5zi for the integration of Eq.~1!. If
the flux J were time-dependent, thenc(zi) could bec(zi ,t)
andkapp could bekapp(t).

In a steady-state approximation,]ci /]t50, and Eq.~1!
then yields a constant value for the fluxJ. Integration of Eq.
~3! from zi , the point of entrance to the interfacial region,
zf , the point of departure from it, yields the usual result

krate5kdiff51Y E
z5zi

zf
@e@m̄~z!2m̄~zi !#/kBT/D#dz. ~5!

We recall that a linear profile model has been used
Kakiuchi for m̄(z), with D(z) being treated as a constant.50

In the present notation the linear profile form̄(z) is

m̄~z!2m̄~zi !5@m̄~zf !2m̄~zi !#~z2zi !/~zf2zi ! ~6!

and the integral in Eq.~5! yields

kdiff5
ue2u

sinhu

D

zf2zi
, ~7!

where

u5@m̄~zf !2m̄~zi !#/2kBT. ~8!

The value ofkrate at zero driving force (u50), krate
0 , is

krate
0 5D/~zf2zi ! ~u50!. ~9!

For an effective thickness of the interface of the order
10 Å and a rate constantk0 of the order of 0.1 cm s21, a
phenomenologicalD;1028 cm2 s21 is required instead o
the usual value of bulk solution of the order of 1025 cm2 s21.
Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject to A
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One question is how can the desolvation of the ion fro
solventA and solvation by the second solventB be initiated.
When an ion moves through a bulk liquid there is a tende
for neighbors to persist, as reflected in the well-known ‘‘ca
effect’’ of reactants in solution.90 This cage effect is consid
erable in bulk solution. It is reflected in the ratio ofZeq the
equilibrium encounter rate constant,91 >g1011M21 s21

@upon includingg, a hard sphere radial distribution functio
at contact, with a value of about 5~Ref. 9!# and the diffusion
rate constant,kD>4pDR,;1010M21 s21, where R is the
distance between the centers of two neighbors at contact.
ratio Zeq/kD could be interpreted as a number of collisio
with the cage wall before escape,;10g, i.e.,;50. The sepa-
ration difficulty is even greater when an escaping neighbo
sandwiched between its neighbor and a flat surface. Whe
ion enters the second~immiscible! liquid it is forced to
change its neighbors because of the repulsions of the un
~‘‘immiscible’’ ! solvent molecules. Thus, a very small tra
sition probability, perhaps of the order of 1/50 or, worse,
if two A molecules need to be displaced byB, a probability
of ;1/2500, is needed to initiate a penetration of a flat int
face, in the absence of deformation.

One mechanism for initiating and completing th
desolvation/solvation is the following, motivated by th
work on protrusions. We recognize, nevertheless, that c
putational studies under conditions of zero-electrochem
free energy ion transfer would be useful in ascertain
which of the following factors are dominant in controllin
the rate of ion transfer across the interface:

~1! To cross the interface, an ion initially in solventA first
attaches itself to a protrusion of solventB, as depicted
schematically in Fig. 1. The probability density~per unit
h! of finding a protrusion of heighth is denoted byP(h).
This probability density may be influenced by the pro
imity of the attaching ion, and in that case can be writt
as P(h,zi). Alternatively, as discussed later, it can b
incorporated into attachment and detachment rate c
stants which multiplyP(h). Theh is treated as a signe
quantity, negative when the protrusion extends intoA
and positive when it extends intoB. It was noted earlier
that the attachment of the ion to the tip is a conveni
way of initiating the solvation byB and desolvation from
A.

~2! The attachment of the ion to the tip of the protrusion
solvent B has a ‘‘bimolecular’’ attachment rate
kAc(zi)P(hi), where the value ofh at the point of at-
tachment is denoted byhi , andc(zi) is the concentration
of the unattached ion atzi , wherezi5hi2a, a being the
ionic radius. The most probable value ofhi depends on
factors such as the probability of initiation of solvatio
by B as a function ofhi and the probability density
P(hi): when hi is about zero, the local interface is fla
and too manyA molecules may have to be displace
simultaneously byB molecules in the initiation process
even thoughP(hi) itself is large whenhi>0. There is
also a rate constantk2

A for detachment of the ion bac
into bulk A.

~3! Once attached the ion diffuses across the interface
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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1622 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 113, No. 4, 22 July 2000 R. A. Marcus
ward solventB. The recession of the protrusion presum
ably assists the solvation of the ion by the new solvenB,
and this solvation and the desolvation fromA continues
as the ion diffuses across the interface. The ionic mot
during this phase is described approximately by a diff
ential equation for the diffusive motion, influenced b
the changing solvation as well as by the changing e
trostatic potentialf(z). It is a diffusion in solvation/
position space, as in Fig. 2

~4! The chemical potential of the ionm(z) is taken to de-
pend on the instantaneous value ofz, counted relative to

FIG. 1. Schematic plot of an ion in solventA approaching a protrusion from
solventB at theA/B interface, passing through the interface and exiting in
solventB from another protrusion, now ofB into A.

FIG. 2. Schematic plot of free energy contours in solvation–spatial coo
nate space for an ion crossing the interfacial region. The ion become
tached at a protrusion of solventB into solventA at zi and detached atzf

from a protrusion ofA into B. The coordinaten is a solvation coordinate
such as that noted in the text, and describes a concerted desolvation
ion from A and solvation byB.
Downloaded 08 Mar 2006 to 131.215.225.174. Redistribution subject to A
-
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the valuezi where it became attached. Asz increases
from zi , the solvation of the ion and hencem(z)
changes, as indicated

~5! At some point, when the change of solvation is nea
complete, the ion begins to detach itself from the int
face, which may now be from the tip of a protrusion
solvent A extending into solventB. The ion detaches
with a ratek2

B ci(zf)P(hf), wherezf is the value ofz at
the detachment point (zf5hf1a); P(hf) is the prob-
ability density~i.e., per unithf! of this protrusion, which
may provide the easiest route for the desolvation of
lastA molecules from the ion. ThisP(hf) can be written
asP(hf ,zf) or, instead, the effect of the nearby ion ca
be incorporated intok2

B which multiplies it in Eq.~13!
below. In any system where someA molecules are re-
tained for some time after entering bulkB, an appropri-
ate modification of the scheme can be used.

~6! If there is any free energy barrier to actually crossing
interface, it can be incorporated in them̄(z) in Eq. ~1!,
but we focus here on the other factors.

The overall process can be represented schematical

AnA
I 1nBB→nAA1IBnB

, ~10!

where I denotes the ion and where thenA and nB denote
some measure of the solvation, e.g., numbers of nearest
vent molecule neighbors of the ion.

The probability density of a fluctuation of heighth of a
protrusion of one solvent extending into the other,P(h), in
the absence of an approaching ion can be written as

P~h!5e2F~h!/kBTY E
2`

`

e2F~h!/kBTdh, ~11!

whereF(h) is the free energy of formation of the fluctuatio
~protrusion! and, as noted earlier,h,0 describesB protrud-
ing into A, and h.0 for A protruding into B. For small
fluctuations,F(h) is a quadratic function ofh. The local
mean square valuêh2& has been obtained from comput
simulations58 and has also been estimated from the inter
cial ~surface! tension using capillary wave theory. The rela
ation behavior of these fluctuations is also available from
computer simulations and from expressions from capill
wave theory for the damping behavior. The number of su
protrusions per unit areas is, for the moment, assumed to b
of the order of 1/j2,j being the bulk correlation length~4 Å
in Ref. 58!.92

We again use Eq.~1!, where, in the present model, w
let t50 be the time of attachment. Then the boundary c
ditions on Eq.~1! for the flux J of the ion motion are

J~zi ,0!5@kAc~zi !2k2
A ci~zi !#P~hi !dhi ~zi,0!, ~12!

J~zf ,t !5k2
B ci~zf !P~hf !dhf ~zf.0!, ~13!

where the attachment and detachment occur in the inter
(hi , hi1dhi! and (hf , hf1dhf!, respectively.

This flux is positive since it proceeds fromz,0 to z
.0. As noted earlier, the position of the ion at the point
attachmentzi is related tohi (zi5hi2a), andzf is the value
of z at the point of detachment,zf5hf1a. Ultimately, one
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would obtain the solution, replacedhi anddhf in it by dhi

anddhf , and integrate over all possible points of attachm
hi and of detachmenthf . SinceP(h) occurs in Eqs.~12! and
~13! as a product with a rate constant, the effect of the nea
ion on P(hi) or P(hf) can be included, as indicated earlie
equivalently in the attachment and detachment rate cons
there.

The units ofkA in Eq. ~12!, the ‘‘bimolecular’’ rate con-
stant for the attachment of the ion inA to a protrusion ofB
extending into bulkA, are cm3 s21. Thek2

A in Eqs.~12! is the
rate constant for the detachment of the ion from the pro
sion into bulkA and has units of cm s21, as does thek2

B in
Eq. ~13!.

The D(z) in Eq. ~1!, written as a diffusion constant in
ordinary space, now actually represents a diffusion cons
in a combined space: spatial and solvational. During the
fusion in Eq. ~1! the solvation changes from being dom
nantly A to dominantlyB. If we denote some solvation co
ordinate byn, for example a difference in solvation numbe
of A andB, e.g., in the number of nearest solvent molec
neighbors of the ionnA and nB , divided by their sum, (nB

2nA)/(nA1nB), this n will vary from 21 to 11 when sol-
vation byA changes to solvation byB.

When there are activation barriers to this stepw
change of solvation, the contours of a free energy surfac
~n,z! space might resemble those sketched in Fig. 2, wh
successive barriers to the change of solvation are indic
by saddle-points in the figure. The free energy contours
the figure include a contribution due to the initial and fin
protrusions. When there is a local solvation equilibrium
each positionz of the ion in the interfacial region, its path i
~n,z! space is that of the dashed line there. If, because
large electrochemical free energy driving force, the ion g
rapidly into B, e.g., along a path in Fig. 2 which emerges
somen,1, the desolvation fromA has not had sufficien
time to be completed. Such an effect has been seen
simulation.64 It can be included by conversion of Eq.~1! to a
partial differential/difference equation in position/solvatio
space.

While a detailed calculation based on Eqs.~1! and~12!–
~13! would ultimately involve an integration overhi and over
hf , since all values contribute, we shall suppose as one
proximation that the attachment of the finger ofB to the ion
occurs largely at somehi , denoted now simply byhi , with
width of contributions,Dhi , and that similarly the detach
ment occurs largely at some particularhf , denoted now by
hf , with a widthDhf . Thishi occurs at the maximum of th
right-hand side of Eq.~12! and thehf occurs at that for Eq.
~13!. Equation~1! is then solved using these equations
boundary conditions. For simplicity, a steady-state soluti
]ci /]t50, will again be used forz’s in or near the (zi ,zf)
interval in the present article and so the fluxJ in Eq. ~3! is
now a constant. Using the boundary conditions~12! and~13!
at z5zi andzf we have

J5@kAci~zi !2k2
A ci~zi !#P~hi !Dhi , ~14!

J5k2
B ci~zf !P~hf !Dhf . ~15!

Integration of Eq.~3! betweenzi andzf and introduction
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of Eqs. ~14!–~15! for the value ofJ, yields equations for
ci(zi) and ci(zf). The rate constantkrate in the rate expres-
sion for ion transfer,kratec(zi), letting zi now denote the
most probablezi in Eq. ~4!, is found to be

1

krate
5

1

kassn
A 1

1

Keq
A kdiff

1
1

Keq
B kdiss

B . ~16!

This krate like thekrate for the phenomenological model in Eq
~5!, appears as akf ~in one notation! in expressions for
equivalent circuits for the various types of experimen
measurements. The diffuse double layer which lies outsidzi

and outsidezf contributes to those equivalent circuits in th
form of an impedance. In Eq.~16!, kassn

A is the attachment or
association rate constant,

kassn
A 5kAP~hi !Dhi . ~17!

Because of the definition ofkrate in Eq. ~4!, neitherkA nor
Keq

A or Keq
B contains the factor exp$2@m̄(zi)2m̄A#/kBT% ~Table

I! relatingc(zi) to cA . keq
A in Eq. ~16!, the equilibrium con-

stant for the attachment of the ion to the tip of the protrus
at zi in Eq. ~12!, does include a factor for the formation o
the protrusion,P(hi)Dhi . kdiff is the diffusion rate constan
for passage fromzi to zf and is given by the right-hand sid
of Eq. ~5!. Keq

B in Eq. ~16!, the equilibrium constant for the
formation of the ion attached to the protrusion ofA extend-
ing into bulk B, contains the probability of having anhf in
(hf , hf1Dhf! and also includes a factor exp$2@m̄(zf)
2m̄(zi)#/kBT%; kdiss

B is the rate constant for dissociation of th
ion from the tip. As the ion diffuses into solventB, the last
vestiges ofA form a protrusion on whose tip the ion reside

If the attachment rate athi were the slow step,krate in
Eq. ~16! would equal thekassn

A and would become indepen
dent of the applied potential, giving rise to a Tafel slope
zero. Again, if the detachment rate athf were the slow step,
the krate would equalKeq

B kdiss
B , and thekrate would have a

Tafel slope of unity because of the behavior ofKeq
B . Ap-

proximate ~order-of-magnitude! statistical mechanical esti
mates of the terms in Eq.~16! are made as follows:

For comparison, the transition state value ofkA for an
idealized interface which is flat rather than having prot
sions is considered first, followed by some remarks on
hydrodynamic effect, reflected in a decreasing diffusion c
stant in close approach to the interface. For the flat surf
casekA is, in terms of transition state theory,

TABLE I. List of free energy terms used.

m̄A m̄ of the ion in bulk (z52`)
m̄(zi) m̄ of the unattached ion just outsidezi

wA
† activation free energy, if any, on going from unattached

A to attached ion,apart from other free energy
terms in Eq.~25!

m̄(zf) m̄ of the ion nearzf just after detachment
wB

† activation free energy, if any, for ion on going from
unattached inB to attached ion, apart from other free
energy terms in Eq.~30!

m̄B m̄ of the ion in bulkB(z51`)
wA

P† ,wB
P† value ofwA

† andwB
† for a flat interface
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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kA5
kBT

h

Q†

Qt
e2wA

P†/kBT ~plane!, ~18!

wherewA
P† is defined in Table I,Q† is the partition function

of the ion per unitz, for an ion confined to a unit area of th
interface, andQt is that of the freely moving ion in solventA
just outside the interfacial region, per unit volume,

Q†5
2pmkBT

h2 g, Qt5
~2pmkBT!3/2

h3 , ~19!

where we have introduced the factorg.91 The use of a ‘‘per
unit z’’ for Q† arises because of the definition of theci in Eq.
~3! as a number per unitz per unit area. The mass of the io
is m.

Equations~18!–~19! yield for this planar interface,

kA5Zg e2wA
P†/kBT ~plane!, ~20!

whereZ is given by Eq.~21! and, if the estimate that at lea
one or twoA solvent molecules have to be removed to t
bulk A then wA

P† might be of the order of the value in Eq
~21!,

Z5S kBT

2pmD 1/2

, e2wA
P†/kBT&

1

10g
to

1

100g2 . ~21!

That is,kA contains, as expected for this simple model,
usual collision frequency per unit area of the interface,Z, g
and a barrierwA

P† for removing some solventA molecules
before attachment to the interface.

The equilibrium constantKeq
A for this planar case is als

immediately obtained. For the equilibriumc(zi)�ci(zi) be-
tween an unattached ion nearzi and the attached ion atzi the
Keq

A in Eq. ~16! is the ratio of the equilibriumci(zi) to the
equilibriumc(zi). Sinceci(zi) is a number per unit area pe
unit area per unitz, and so has units of cm23, and since
c(zi), the concentration of unattached ions atzi , also has
units of cm23,Keq

A is dimensionless. In terms of partitio
functions, the statistical mechanical expression forKeq

A con-
tains in its denominator the product of the three translatio
partition functions associated withc(zi), namely, theQt in
Eq. ~19!. The numerator contains the product of two trans
tional partition functions for the~x,y! motion per unit area
parallel to the surface, 2pmkBT/h2, the factorg, and a per
unit length partition function for the translation normal to t
interface, (2pmkBT)1/2/h. Since only one-half of the
z-momenta is involved in the definition ofKeq

A , namely,
those having positivedz/dt, this z-partition function should
be divided by 2. Thereby, using the ratio of these partit
functions theKeq

A for this planar interface is

Keq
A 5

1

2
ge2~m̄P2m̄~zi !!/kBT ~plane!, ~22!

wherem̄P denotes them̄ of the ion when it touches the plana
interface. Them̄P thus includes the free energy of displac
ment of severalA molecules so that the ion can touch t
planar surface, just as thewA

P† in Eq. ~18! did.
We consider next the values ofkA and Keq

A when there
are protrusions generated by capillary waves. We use a t
sition state model. In the transition state the~x,y! motion of
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the ion transverse to the tip is taken to be localized. W
denote the partition function of these two now-vibration-li
coordinates by its classical value (kBT/hv)2, where v is
their vibrational frequency. Thez-ionic motion along the axis
of the tip is the reaction coordinate and so does not cont
ute toQ†, but the structural factorg is again present. How-
ever, theQ† now includes theP(hi)Dhi and the surface
densitys of the protrusions. Thereby, we have

kBT

h

Q†

Q
5

kBT

h S kBT

hv D 2 gsP~hi !Dhi

~2pmkBT!3/2/h3 ~23!

and it follows that

kassn
A 5ZgsP~hi !Dhi S kBT

hv D 2 e2wA
† /kBT

2pkBT/h2 , ~24!

where wA
† is defined in Table I. Upon writingv5(1/2p)

3(k/m)1/2, where k is the force constant for the attache
ion’s motion transverse to the tip, we note that^kr2&/2
5kBT, where ^r 2& is the thermally averaged mean squa
displacement of the two-dimensional~x,y! oscillator. We
have, thereby,

kassn
A 5Zg^pr 2&sP~hi !Dhie

2wA
† /kBT. ~25!

The pre-exponential factor in Eq.~25! is smaller than that for
the planar interface in Eq.~20!, but wA

† is expected to be
much smaller than thewA

P† , as discussed earlier. Whe
P(hi) refers to a protrusion unperturbed by the ion, the eff
of any attractive interaction~e.g., ion–solvent polarization!
on the protrusion can be incorporated into the term aris
from kA, namely, exp(2wA

†/kBT). Information on the relative
importance of the various contributions in Eq.~25! can be
obtained from simulations appropriate to the exchange
constantk0 , when they become available.

The equilibrium constantKeq
A for this surface having pro-

trusions ofB into A is given ~per unit length alongz, as
before! by

Keq
A 5S kBT

hv D 2 ~2pmkBT!1/2/h

2~2pmKBT!3/2/h3 gsP~hi !Dhi , ~26!

where we have again used the translational partition func
of the ion per unit length along thez-direction to the tip,
divided by 2 so as to include only the ions with positiv
z-velocity. Thereby, using arguments similar to those giv
above which led from Eqs.~24!–~25!, we have

Keq
A 5 1

2g^pr 2&sP~hi !Dhi ~27!

which is again dimensionless. Equation~27! reduces to the
pre-exponential factor Eq.~22! upon settinĝ pr 2&s51, and
P(hi)Dhi51.

We consider next theKeq
B kdiss

B appearing in Eq.~16!. For
Keq

B the equilibrium constant for forming the ion at the end
the protrusionhf of solventA extending intoB, arguments
similar to those used above yield

Keq
B 5

1

2
g^pr 2&sP~hf !Dhfe

2@m̄~zf !2m̄~zi !#/kBT, ~28!

where thê pr 2& and thes now refer to the protrusions ofA
pointing into bulkB.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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For the pre-exponential part ofKeq
B kdiss

B we have, using
arguments similar to those given earlier forkA in Eqs.~23!–
~24!,

kBT

h

Q†

Q
5

kBT

h S kBT

hv D 2 gsP~hf !Dhf

~2pmkBT!3/2/h3 . ~29!

As in the case of~23! which led to~25!, Eq. ~29! yields

Keq
B kdiss

B 5Zg^pr 2&sP~hf !Dhfe
2@m̄~zf !2m̄~zi !1wB

†
#/kBT,

~30!

wheres and ^pr 2& now refer to the protrusion ofA into B
andwB

† is defined in Table I. The right-hand side again h
units of Z, e.g., cm s21.

We note that whenKeq
A kdiff in Eq. ~16! is the rate con-

trolling term, we have

krate5Keq
A kdiff5

1

2
g^pr 2&sP~hi !Dhikdiff , ~31!

wherekdiff has some form such as Eq.~7!.
Several approximate models can be considered form̄(z)

in Eq. ~5! for kdiff such as the linear profile one represen
by Eqs.~6!–~8!. In those equations thezf2zi may be of the
order of 10 Å, the sum of the mean lengths of the protrusi
hi andhf and an ionic diameter.

The limits of kdiff in Eqs. ~7!–~8! are kdiff

>2u@exp(22u)#D/(zf2zi) whenu@0, i.e., when the reaction
is very uphill, andkdiff>u2uu@expu22uu#D/(zf2zi) when u
!0, i.e., when the reaction is very downhill. In the latter ca
the kassn

A in Eq. ~16! could eventually become the rate
determining term forkrate there. We also note from Eqs.~7!–
~8! that when the driving forceu is small, we have

2kBT
] ln kdiff

]eDw
50.5 ~m̄~zf !5m̄~zi !!, ~32!

where Dw5w(zf)2w(zi). This result also applies to th
krate, given by Eq.~31!. A bell-shaped profile form̄(z) in-
stead of the linear profile in Eq.~6! is considered in the
Appendix.

D. Approximate numerical estimates

We first make some order-of-magnitude numerical e
mates of several quantities appearing in the preceding e
tions. InkA appearing in Eq.~20! for a planar interfaceZg is
aboutg104 cm s21, so perhaps about 53104 cm s21. An es-
timate for the unperturbedP(hi)Dhi appearing in Eq.~25! is

P~hi !Dhi>e2hi
2/2^h2&Dhi /~2p^h2&!1/2. ~33!

If ( ^h2&) were58 about 5 Å2 and if hi were about 5 Å, and
Dhi about 1 Å, then this quantity would be of the order
0.015. If the surface density of protrusionss were92 approxi-
mately 1/16 Å22 for a bulk correlation length58 of the order
of 4 Å, and if ^r 2& were of the order of 1 Å2, then^pr 2&s
would be of the order of 0.2. In this case, the factor mu
plying the exp(2wA

†/kBT) in Eq. ~25! would be about 0.003
multiplied bygZ, i.e., g104 cm s21, and sokassn

A would equal
about 150 cm s21 if g;5, apart from thewA

† term. If the ion
enhances the formation of the protrusions on the approp
time scale, as a result of ion-dipole forces, it would enha
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P(hi) and yield akassn
A somewhat larger than the above. Th

kassn
A is far higher than the measured rate constants, and s

not rate-controlling.
We consider next the expression forKeq

A appearing in Eq.
~27!. Comparison of Eqs.~25! and ~27!, using the above
calculation, shows that the pre-exponential factor in Eq.~27!
for Keq

A would be about 0.0015g. The kdiff given by Eq.~9!
whenm̄(zf)5m̄(zi), i.e., for a system close to exchange cu
rent conditions, is about 100 cm s21 whenzf2zi is about 10
Å and D>1025 cm2 s21, a typical value for bulk solution.
Since there is also a desolvation/solvation occurring, and
molecules of the two immiscible liquids necessarily rep
each other in the coordination shells, the effectiveD may be
less than this bulkD. When the above value ofkdiff of 100
cm s21 is multiplied by the above order-of-magnitude es
mate forg^pr 2&sP(hi)Dhi , namely, 0.015, perhaps a valu
of 1.5 cm s21 is estimated in Eq.~31! for krate. Since the
various estimates above indicate thatkassn

A and Keq
B kdiss

B are
not rate-controlling under such conditions, Eq.~16! leads to
Eq. ~31!. Since theg;5 was obtained for a very differen
system,91 a value less than 5 might be applicable.

III. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As a summary of earlier remarks, we note that t
present model uses the idea that protrusions provid
mechanism for initiating a stepwise A-desolvation/
solvation of the ion. The most probablehi is determined as a
compromise between two factors: the decreased initia
rate whenhi is too small, and the decreasedP(hi) whenhi is
too large. The effect of the attachment or detachment of
ion on the probability of a protrusion can be included in t
multiplying attachment and detachment rate constants.
effect of an ion on a protrusion is seen in solvent extract
in the water-dragging by an ion as it moves from an aque
phase into an organic phase.78 A cloudiness and supersatura
tion with the water results. However, the extent to whi
such an effect occurs under exchange current conditio
rather than under conditions of large driving force, rema
to be determined, apparently. The effect of water draggin
clearly visible in simulations64 performed at large driving
force. We also noted earlier that the effectiveD(z) for the
kdiff in Eq. ~31! may be less than the bulk value, since it
now a diffusion in translation/solvation space.

A third factor which could occur, and when it does w
make a bell-shaped profile more appropriate than the lin
profile for m̄(z) in Eq. ~6!, arises from the repulsions be
tween unlike solvent molecules. Repulsions lead to a redu
density of nearest neighbor solvent molecules at the inter
and so to a reduced solvation of the ion there and hence
profile for m̄(z) which has a maximum betweenzi and zf ,
instead of being a linear function ofz. A reduced density at
the interface has been seen with light scatter
experiments45 and in a computer simulation of a mod
system.66~a! This reduced number density was also reflec
in an increase in the transverse diffusion constant of a
vent molecule near the interface.66~b! When necessary, the
effect of a reduced density onm̄(z) can be included in Eq.
~1! and hence in Eq.~5!, by appropriate choice of the func
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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tion m̄(z). However, in the computer simulation of Me4N
1

at a nitrobenzene/water interface there was only a monot
behavior ofm(z) vs z, and so no maximum inm(z).64

We have commented earlier on the possibility that so
k’s deduced from experiments in the literature may be und
estimates, because of possible masking by diffusion con
or because some resistance other than charge transfer
being measured. We first consider the data from the vi
point that they are legitimate, and then consider an alte
tive viewpoint.

One of the~apparent! experimental features, noted ea
lier, is the remarkably small value of the phenomenologi
D that is required when the experimentalkrate is equated in
the literature tokdiff , and a linear profile is used for them̄(z)
in Eq. ~15!. For theD a factor of the order of 1/1000 of th
bulk D value was needed to obtain agreement with the ‘‘o
served’’ k0 .8 The result can be explained by effects such
those mentioned above.

The common behavior of having a Tafel coefficient f
ion transfer across a liquid/liquid interface of about 0
when the electrochemical driving force is small, is consist
with Eqs.~7! and~31!, as well as with various other model
Some estimate has been made of the effect of the lin
profile for m̄(z), on the plot of lnkrate vs the potential acros
the interface.8 In an experiment8 the Tafel slope, change
rapidly with the applied potential. It is seen there that wheu
is increased from 0 to 2,kdiff decreases by a factor o
2 exp(22)/sinh 2, i.e., a factor of 5, from its value atu50. If
thekapp in Eq. ~4! is approximated bykrate there the observed
behavior is consistent with Eq.~7! and so with Eq.~31!.

The effect of the electrolyte onk0 when there is no ad
sorption of the ion or of the base electrolyte at the interfac
of considerable interest. For the moment, we adopt a p
matic approach based on the ‘‘legitimatek’’ interpretation of
the experiments, which is that there is little or no effect
added electrolyte onk0 , and return to this question below
Thereby, from the point of view of the driving force for th
transferring ion across the interface, namely, the poten
across the ‘‘inner layer’’ fromhi to hf , is approximately the
total applied potential, and so thenkapp>krate in Eq. ~4!.

We consider next the experimental observation7 that for
different ions whose range ofmB2mA , i.e., of standard ion
transfer potentials, was from27 kBT to 15 kBT, the rate
constantk0 hardly varied. Thek0’s for the transfer of these
ions, such as PF6

2, ClO4
2, BF4

2, SCN2, and Cs1 and
tetraalkyl ammonium ions, across a water/nitrobenzene in
face, lay between 0.05 and 0.15 cm s21, depending on ion.7

All a values~Tafel slope! at m̄A5m̄B were around 0.5. The
lack of dependence of the value ofk0 on the sign ofmB

2mA is consistent with both Eq.~9! and Eq.~31!, since the
diffusion constantD does not explicitly depend on the sig
of mB2mA , although the solvation/desolvation which theD
involves might be ‘‘intrinsically’’ ion-dependent. In the cas
of methyl and ethyl orange across the 1,2-dichloroeth
~DCE!/water ~W! interface,9 studied by a different spectro
scopic method, thek050.03 cm s21 for both solutes and the
a was 0.5 atm̄A5m̄B . This work confirmed earlier reporte
results based on cyclic voltammetry and ac impedance a
spectroscopic approach.
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In a different study8 the transfer of the Eosin Y dianion
(EY22) across a DCE/W interface, one charge of EY22 be-
ing localized on a carboxylate group and the other on
xanthene ring, a50.5 at m̄A5m̄B and k0 is 9.5
31023 cm s21, while the k0 for the transfer of tetraethyl-
and tetramethyl-ammonium ions across a nitrobenz
~NB!/W interface was a factor of 10 higher. The ratio of th
diffusion constants is a factor of 5, so the EY22 encountered
more additional resistance on crossing the interface than
these tetraalkyl–ammonium ions. However, this factor o
difference in thek0 /D ratio can have varied causes, such
differences in ease of desolvation/resolvation. Perhaps w
is remarkable in a ‘‘legitimatek’’ interpretation, is the ap-
parent relative insensitivity of all of the various results t
value ofk0 to the effect ofmB2mA , the electrolyte concen
tration, and the nature of the ion crossing the interface.

We consider next them̄(zi)2m̄A ~Table I!, since this
quantity relateskrate to kapp. In treatments of capacitanc
data at a liquid/liquid interface a modified Poisso
Boltzmann equation and other approaches have been
for the diffuse layers, so as to deduce from capacitance
information about the capacitance of the inner layer, the
mediate region of the interface, e.g., Ref. 39. In this way
potential difference across the inner layer has been estim
to be of the order of 1/3 the total applied potential, the oth
2/3 being the total for the two diffuse double layers. T
contribution of the inner layer at a liquid/liquid interface,
the presence of added electrolyte, is estimated from the
culations to be substantially larger than that for a me
liquid interface. This result has been attributed to the int
pretation of protrusions of each liquid into the other liqui
The protrusions reduce the mean separation distance o
ionic charges on the two sides of the mean local interfac39

and since the inner layer capacitance varies inversely w
this separation distance, they increase the capacitance.

Such calculations on the diffuse double layers have b
used to estimate the effect of the electrolyte on the rate o
ion transfer across the liquid/liquid interface, e.g., by us
the data to estimatem̄(zi)2m̄A but have encountered th
following problem. In Frumkin theory the electrostatic wo
to bring the ion to the edge of the inner layerm̄(zi)2m̄A or
at least its electrostatic part is assumed to equalew2 , the
potential calculated in the absence of that ion. In treat
experiments, the use of Frumkin theory has led to too hig
computed effect of the electrolyte on the rate constant.
practice the experimental rate constantsk0 have been insen
sitive or only weakly sensitive to the electrolyte concent
tion, in contrast with the Frumkin expression. Som
compensation7 of the Frumkin effect occurs, due to an opp
site effect on the actual driving force on the ion transfer~the
DG° across the interface!, the compensation depending
part on the Tafel coefficient.

Both Gouy–Chapman and modified Poisson–Boltzma
theory have been used to treat capacitance data. The
difference in results between GC and MPB is that the va
calculated forw2 is smaller when MPB is used, as expect
from the nature of a modification in MPB from GC, namel
the presence of a finite size of the ions in the base electro
With this finite size, the large local ion concentrations in G
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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are reduced, leading to a reduced charge density in solu
and so to a reduced calculated value ofw2 . The discrepancy
between the absence of an effect onk0 of added electrolyte
and that anticipated onw2 and Frumkin theory calculations i
reported as only 20%, however.8 Nevertheless, in addition to
existing computer simulations of double layers for comp
ing with capacitance data it would be useful to have simu
tions or analytic theory which estimate better the work te
m̄(zi)2m̄A .

We consider next the opposing view, namely that thek’s
obtained in the many studies using techniques such a
impedance, chronofluorometry or chronoabsorptometry w
conventional size electrodes to determine ion transfer r
are in error, in that the measurements are in a region wh
the process is diffusion controlled. While parameters cal
lated in Sec. II A do not appear to support this view, it r
mains a possibility, as does the possibility that some re
tance other than charge transfer is also being measured.
a view could explain the absence of an effect of added e
trolyte onk0 and the insensitivity~apart fromD! of k0 to the
nature of the ion and to its free energy of transfer. It will
interesting to see what future measurements at times sh
than the present 0.01 s or so may reveal.

Computer simulations in the presence of added elec
lyte and applied fields, for treating the transfer of an i
across a liquid–liquid interface, will be very interesting f
examination ofk0 and ofk in general. As noted earlier, whil
the simulations made thus far have been very revealing,
observation of fingers or cones, for example, they have
yet been made for the conditions which correspond to ac
experiments, with the fields and electrolyte used to bala
the difference in Gibbs energy of ion transfer. Such simu
tions can also provide details on the attachment of the io
protrusions and whether, in fact, a protrusion is essentia
this case. Suggestions were made in an earlier section
remedying this shortcoming, namely, to use in the simu
tions ions in real liquids which have zero or near zero Gib
energy of transfer, such as PF6

2 or Me4P
1 in water/

nitrobenzene or Et4N
1 in water/1,2-dichloroethane, for ca

culation ofk0 , thus avoiding the need for using a more co
plicated system containing applied fields and support
electrolyte.

We referred earlier to the interesting simulation66~a! for
an admittedly artificial Lennard-Jones system, but one w
the considerable virtue of having zero Gibbs energy of
transfer. The diffusion constant needed to agree with the
served rate constant for ion transfer using Kramers’ the
was the bulk value. The barrier to crossing in the system
shown to be due to a reduced solvation. Apparently, eit
protrusions or slow solvation/resolvation were not a facto
this case, or the computer data were not examined from
viewpoint. It would be useful to make a more local analys
such as that used in Refs. 58 or 65, which reveal the rol
any, of protrusions. In terms of actual experiments, an a
vation barrier theory did not appear to give as good agr
ment with the current vs applied potential data8 as did that
using Eq.~7! alone. However, more extensive experimen
data are clearly needed to explore this question, which
mains open. As noted earlier, in another compu
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simulation64 on a realistic rather than model system, Me4N
1

across a water/nitrobenzene interface, no barrier was fo
for the locally equilibrated system.

In this latter study, a field of 0.5 V per 10 Å was adde
to reduce the trajectory time to;200 ps.64 Because of this
short time, short in comparison with the time inferred from
k0;0.1 cm s21 and a distance of 10 Å, i.e., 1ms, the ion did
not have time to shed its solvent layers on crossing from b
A to bulk B. The time required for the shedding was;100
ps.64 These results are instructive since they reflect a slo
ness in desolvation. To obtain simulation conditions close
those involved ink0 measurements, it will probably be nec
essary to study the behavior of an ensemble in which the
is initially sited at the interface.

In Eqs.~25! and~31! it is presumed that a transition sta
model can be used to calculatekassn

A . If the approach to the
ion-protrusion contact were diffusion-limited because of
hydrodynamic-based reduction of the diffusion coefficie
as discussed earlier, then this approach could become
controlling. However, we have already commented on co
pensating effects, which make a transition state type mo
for for kassn

A a reasonable one.
In conclusion, one can identify several possible sour

of the smallness of thephenomenologicaldiffusion coeffi-
cient D in Eq. ~5! for crossing the interface:~1! the possible
smallness of the factorP(hi)Dhi^pr 2&s, associated with the
protrusions as a way of initiating the ion transfer,~2! the
possible smallness of theD(z) present in Eq.~5!, small be-
cause of a simultaneous concerted replacement of A by B
near neighbors of the ion, and~3! a barrier to the transfer du
to a decreased number density in the interfacial regi
which would influence them̄(z) function in Eq.~5!.

To distinguish experimentally between a low solvatio
spatial diffusion constantD in kdiff in Eqs.~31! and ~7! and
the protrusion based term there represents a challenge.
probability of fluctuations depends on the interfacial tensi
g, but other properties besidesg, also vary when the solvent
are varied. Results from appropriate computer simulations
such questions will, of course, be helpful in identifying th
principal factors under conditions of zero electrochemi
Gibbs energy of transfer. The applied potential effect m
tioned earlier for experiments can, in principle, distingui
factor ~3! from ~1! and ~2!, i.e., a barrier from nonbarrie
theory.

Perhaps studies in which a photon ionizes a solute m
ecule adsorbed at a liquid/liquid interface, followed by re
time ~pico- or femtosecond! observations of the ion as i
proceeds into the polar liquid, will provide more direct e
perimental information on the ion transfer process. It sho
be emphasized that at the moment we do not know, for c
ditions wherek>k0 , which of the two possibilities describe
above is the more likely—attachment to a flat interface w
a larger barrierwA

P† to be overcome, or attachment to a pr
trusion, with its reduced probabilitŷpr 2&sP(hi)Dhi .
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APPENDIX: BELL-SHAPED PROFILE FOR m̄„z…

We consider here a bell-shaped profile ofm̄(z). Else-
where an approximate functional form for treating a bon
breaking/bond-forming reaction, X1Y1X2→X11YX2, was
given in terms of an intrinsic barrier and a driving force.93 In
the present case there is instead a desolvation of the ion
A and the concurrent solvation by B. Adapted to the pres
notation for kdiff it would yield, if m̄(z) in Eq. ~5! were
replaced by its maximum value alongz,

kdiff5
Dp

zf2zi

expF2S l̄1u1
l̄

ln 2
ln cosh

u ln 2

l̄
D G ,

~A1!

whereu is given by Eq.~8! and l̄ is the free energy barrie
whenu50. Thep in Eq. ~A1! is a prefactor arising becaus
of the replacement of the integrand in Eq.~15! by its maxi-
mum. Whenu is zero or small, thisp is unity or close to
unity, but when instead the integrand varies greatly, a ste
est descent approximation is used and provides an expre
for p in this case,p now being a factor less than unity. W
omit deriving an expression for the latter. We note that n
kdiff

0 , the value ofk0 at u50, is given by

kdiff
0 5

De2l̄

zf2zi
, ~A2!

and so is less than that given in Eq.~9! by a factor
exp(2l̄). Whenu becomes large and positive, i.e., when t
reaction becomes very uphill, Eq.~A2! yields

kdiff5
Dp

zf2zi
e22u ~u@0! ~A3!

while when it becomes very downhill it becomes

kdiff5
Dp

zf2zi
~u!0!. ~A4!
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rangea/b of 1–4.5 confirmed the stick hydrodynamic boundary conditi
for that system. However, the difference between diffusion constants f
Stokes’ ‘‘stick’’ and ‘‘slip’’ boundary conditions is only a factor of 1.5
reflecting the long range nature of hydrodynamic interactions in the b
fluid streamline potential, having terms which vary as 1/r . In contrast, the
cage effect or the hydrodynamic effect close to surfaces, are both
large.

92See also Fig. 4 in Ref. 63.
93R. A. Marcus, J. Phys. Chem.72, 891 ~1968!.
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